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Full Services Digital Marketing Consultants that Work
With Big Brands and Mid-Sized Companies

CEOCFO: Mr. Bailin, would you tell us about Single Throw Internet Marketing?
Mr. Bailin: Single Throw is a full-service, digital marketing firm, which means that like a 
traditional marketing firm, we work to help our clients connect with their customers. We 
do this by using digital means, whether that is a website, or making that website work or 
convert better, social media, or search engine optimization, anything that touches the 
web and connects our clients with their customers, we handle it.

CEOCFO: What do you understand about digital marketing that other internet 
marketers may not?
Mr. Bailin: I have an in-depth understanding of digital marketing. I personally have been 
doing this before digital marketing was even a thing. I started my digital career in 1994 
when the web first emerged as a possible commercial marketing venue. While guys 
were trolling chat rooms to try to connect with women, I was figuring out how to use 
those chat rooms to market to people. One fundamental thing that was the same as it is 
now, yet it is so fundamental that I believe most of the people that I speak with, large or 
small brands, mid to small businesses, completely miss is the fact that it is never 
marketing for marketing sake. It is marketing for sales sake. The purpose of digital 
marketing is not to garner a “like” in social media, it is not to be found in Google, it is not 
to get traffic to a website. It is to get customers, influence and persuade people with 
intent to choose you. That word ‘choose’ is what we spend a lot of time working on and 
helping people understand. Digital marketing is not about being found, it is not about 
being liked, it is about being chosen. That fundamental I see over and over again in 
every industry, seems to get missed and is overshadowed by shiny new technology or 
just getting a task done. The goal is what is typically missing, that marketing, in any 
form, and any structure has to create revenue for the company and has to more than 
pay for itself. That is frequently missed traditionally as well as in digital.

CEOCFO: When you are creating a solution how do you ensure it is going to be a revenue producer?
Mr. Bailin: I wish my clients would ask that same question because it is a discussion and a conversation we want to have. 
We want to have the tougher conversation, not a conversation about creating output. Anyone can create pretty pictures, 
nice websites or a good-looking social media post; success only comes from creating outcome. How you create revenue 
from marketing is a tough discussion to have and it needs to be had. It is different from business type to business type 
and every company should have that discussion with their marketing company because the only reason you hire a 
marketing company and want to market, is to create revenue. Hoping marketing will create revenue is not enough, hope is 
not a strategy. Although no one can guarantee anything, creating revenue from marketing, it is the unwritten agreement of 
any marketing firm with integrity. How do you do that? We actually try to take our client out of the equation. What I mean 
is no one hires us to build a website for them and no one hires us to create a social media strategy for them or no one 
asks us to get them to show up in Google just because they want to show up in Google. Everything we build is for their 
customers. If I build a marketing website, the job of that website is not to make my customer happy with the look of the 
website but it is to connect to their customers in a meaningful way. I am building digital marketing strategies for my client’s 
customers, so I need to understand what persuades, what influences, why people buy from my client and equally as 
important, why they do not buy. I need to understand who is the right fit and who is not the right fit. The wonderful thing 
about digital is that so much is measurable and there is so much data out there to gain insight from. For instance, in 
Google, we can actually tell how many people per day, month and year, in any geography, in any category, search for a 
certain thing. Right now, I am in my car and happen to be in Las Vegas and I am looking at a van in front of me that has 
an ad on the side for an insurance company. If I were to work with an insurance company here in Las Vegas, I need to 
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know how many people in the Las Vegas area are on Google searching for the type of insurance that they offer. If I 
cannot find the customer first, or a clue that the customer is someone in need and searching for what our potential clients 
are offering, it does not make sense to go down that road together. The data allows us to actually hedge our bets a bit 
with our clients and be able to not guess what we think people might be looking for, but actually using that data to make 
some very good sound decisions on what to go after. If we do everything right, and if the strategy is sound, we are 
targeting the right people, with the right message at the exact time of need. When a potential customer finds you in 
Google and clicks to your website, the job is not done. What I mean by that, is your website is not just a pretty picture but 
it is designed to enhance the customer’s journey from beginning to end and making sure they find exactly what they are 
looking for and they get to some sort of a conversion point where they are likely to choose you. The whole thing working 
together starts with first identifying that people are actually out there in need of what you offer and we know where they 
are because that is where the data point us. 

CEOCFO: If the content is easy to access, why does it matter if there is too much?
Mr. Bailin: Too much is too much only when too much is too much. It has to be as much as necessary and not a single 
word more. If you go to a random website and it has a lot of content on it, many people immediately say they do not like it 
because there is too much content. This is a subjective statement. You are not “in the moment”; you are not the customer 
so you are not in a position to judge what is a useful amount of content and what is not. You’re looking form your 
perspective and your perspective is judging aesthetics. You have to look from the user’s perspective. If the data tells us 
that customers are finding what they are looking for and making contact, and your site has a lot of content on it that 
content is probably helping and it is not a barrier to the person visiting the site. Subjective bias is a big problem and it can 
derail success so we must take it out of the sales and marketing equation. Is too much content a perceived problem or an 
actual problem, that is the question? In my industry, one of the big buzzwords right now and has been for over a year is 
content marketing. The blanket statement is that you need to have more content. Content takes many forms such as 
images, video as well as the written word. Many times you are talking about written content, articles, news, blogs. We are 
being told that the secret sauce is content, content, content, that is what will win the game. We find that many times, this 
is not the case. Pure content alone without a strategy that is not intimately tied to your value proposition, will not win. For 
example, we took on a client that is a Shark Tank entrepreneur. They garnered a six-digit investment on Shark Tank for 
their product which teaches people to play guitar. They had five sharks fighting to invest in the product. My client ended 
up choosing shark investor, Robert Herjavec. My clients company is called ChordBuddy. ChordBuddy is a product that 
can teach anyone to play the guitar in 2 months or less. It is a brilliant product. When I met with ChordBuddy owner and 
inventor Travis Perry, Travis told me that he liked what I had to say and he wanted me to take over his marketing. The first 
thing I asked Travis was, what was he doing right now from a digital marketing perspective. He told me that the current 
marketing company was doing, “content marketing” (I cringed,) and had just finished writing sixty content rich articles. I 
asked him to show me the content. It was exactly what I expected, very generic content about music and the guitar, but 
very little about “learning to play guitar”. It was about how to clean and care for a guitar and how to put strings on a guitar 
and some things had nothing to do with a guitar but more so how to play multiple instruments or sing in tune. I remember 
having the conversation with Travis and asking him if he taught people how to play multiple instruments or just guitar. He 
said the device is just for guitar. I then asked him why the internet needed an article from him on how to play other 
instruments. I told him that it was a futile effort to create content about how to clean and care for a guitar. If you search for 
“how to care for a guitar” in Google, giants such as Gibson, Martin and Fender show up. I asked Travis if he thought his 
one article about how to clean a guitar had any chance of displacing those legendary guitar brands on page one, if he 
thought his one article made him more relevant in Google’s eyes than the undisputed experts on the subject of guitars, 
huge manufacturers that have tons of content on that very subject. He agreed with me and said that when I put it that way, 
the current strategy made no sense. The good news is that Travis and Chord Buddy could still win in the content space, 
he needed to create articles that were informative and much closer to what he does in order to bring the right people, 
those that want to learn to play guitar to his website. These future guitarists would not just be there to read an article, but 
to engage with content that was informative and be introduced to a product that can help them. There were tons of topics 
that people were searching for that were so much closer to a potential customer for ChordBuddy than just potential traffic 
and that is a distinction most people are not making; what is a ‘customer’ and what is ’traffic.’ I live in New Jersey and was 
born and raised there, the word ’traffic’ prior to the internet has never meant anything good. The internet has taken 
something negative and turned it into something positive. The right customers, people with purchase intent, are who we’re 
looking for, not traffic. Content helps with that quite a bit and you can never have too much content unless that content is, 
well, just content. 
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CEOCFO: How do people find Single Throw?
Mr. Bailin: Single Throw founded the company in 2001 and we opened our first office in September 11th 2001. We were 
right on the heels of the dot.com bubble burst and here we are trying to be purveyors of internet marketing when people 
did not want to hear the word ‘internet,’ anymore. Then 9/11 happened 40 miles from our front door. We prevailed and 
pushed through by rolling up our sleeves, tilting our horns forward and providing unprecedented value to our clients. We 
are a tough breed here in New Jersey. We are located in the center of New Jersey at the Jersey Shore, which is nearly 
equal distance to Manhattan and Philadelphia. We are a global company and many of our clients are global brands as 
well as mid-sized company. They find us in various ways. Many people in my industry unfortunately fall into that 
shoemaker’s kid approach to things where they are so busy doing for others that they do not do for themselves. That 
never made sense to me. If your service is that good you should utilize yourself, you should be a guinea pig for your own 
services. Our services are that good that we do them for ourselves. We attract quite a few clients by doing the things that 
we do for others through Google, social media and other digital means. We always have attracted some of our largest 
clients through Google. Large household names have chosen us by first performing a simple Google search, not for our 
name, but what we do, more specifically, what they needed, and voila, they found us. I am a paid keynote speaker. I wrote 
a book about digital marketing in 2007 and it became a best seller. The follow-up to that book in 2010 and it also became 
a best seller. I fly around the country. I just finished speaking to an organization out here in Las Vegas and then I will fly 
back home. When I speak, we typically will get people that call us and want to become clients. We have an external sales 
team as well that goes out and follows up on leads. We are active in trying to attract the right customer. If we do not feel it 
is a fit philosophically, and that from a budget perspective, we believe that they are going to get a return that would 
warrant the investment in our services, we are not going to put a proposal in front of that person. We have an 80% 
retention rate with our clients and we enjoy that. We enjoy saying that there is something that is more important to us than 
our clients’ check and that is our reputation. We have been in business for over fifteen years and no one hates us – we 
must be doing something right. 

CEOCFO: In an internet search, what keywords might someone key in to find you?
Mr. Bailin: It’s about the nuances. If someone types in internet marketing, I do not want to show up for that. That is a term 
that is just too general and vague. I cannot pinpoint what someone might be looking for by just typing in internet 
marketing. On average, people use three to five words in a Google search. There is always that descriptor that we look 
for. In our case, if you type in internet marketing consultants, when someone puts in the word ‘consultants’, now I know 
that they are looking for help and they are a business and they are looking for someone to talk to them. I can get close to 
the right person and the right person get close to me with some general searching. You cannot hope to find the best by 
typing in the word “best”, it is like typing in “best doctor” and assuming whoever shows up is the best. Best and top are 
two of the most highly searched word descriptors for almost any search and it is a little scary that people type in best 
doctors because they end up making an assumption that Google is in some way determining who the top doctor is, but it 
does nicely illustrate the persuasive power of Google. If you are on page-one, there is some sort of assumption that you 
are very good at what you do and more than likely, the only reason you are there is because you had a talented company 
like mine get you there. You get the benefit of the doubt. We want to target the right people. No one is going to search for 
something as specific as, “internet marketing consultants that work with big brands” or “internet marketing consultants that 
work with mid-sized companies”, they are going to search a little more basic than that and if you are able to show up and 
earn a click to your website, the best anyone can hope for is that the very first page of your website will answer some of 
those more specific questions like who you do and do not do work with. You have to earn your click from a Google search. 
When you do a search in Google, you do not just get a list of ten things with no description, you actually get descriptions. 
Those descriptions that show up do not show up by accident. We engineer what we want to show up in our clients Google 
search result. We need to be persuasive to the right person by giving them a reason to choose us over the others and at 
the same time, making sure the wrong people search on. Companies do not want the wrong person clicking through to 
their websites from Google, I can’t stress this enough. I think it has a lasting negative connotation that the first contact 
someone has with your brand is that you cannot be of help. 

CEOCFO: What is next for Single Throw?
Mr. Bailin: In the internet digital marketing space, things move pretty fast. The employees that we interview ask about the 
five-year plan. There is no such thing as a five-year plan anymore. In my space, there is no such thing as a three-year 
plan anymore. Things change so dramatically from day-to-day, year-to-year, month-to-month that we have to be very 
nimble and we are very nimble. We may be providing a service to someone in six months that we never provided before 
because it I something that has emerged and is something we have deemed worthy of supporting for our customers. We 
will continue to grow. We are opening a brand-new office in NJ that is four times the size of the one we have now. We’ll 
have training centers where large groups of 40 plus people from our clients marketing teams can assemble to be trained 
on digital marketing. Large multimedia conference rooms, multiple meeting spaces for our clients and strategists and 
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enough space to more than double our staff. Our new offices will be open Q1 2016. Glimpsing into the future I have 
learned that there is no one that can tell you what the future is going to bring. There is only one place in the world I have 
learned that you can actually see the future and that is in a hotel mini bar. If you want to see what a diet Pepsi is going to 
cost in the year of 2045, just glimpse in any hotel mini bar, but aside from that, the future is just unwritten. We are going to 
follow the trends and not jump on any unfounded bandwagon, prove things out and continue to reset the bar in our 
industry for our clients and provide digital marketing services at a level that our clients have just never seen. 

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine
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